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1. INTRODUCTION
In Chapter 16, of his Second notebook [15] Ramanujan has defined his theta-function
as








2 , |ab| < 1.
Following Ramanujan, we define

























2 = (q; q)∞,






(1− aqn), |q| < 1.
On page 229 of his second notebook, Ramanujan recorded the continued fraction






1 + q +
q2
1 + q3 +
q4
1 + q5 +
q6
1 + q7 +




















Proofs of the above identities (1.6), (1.7) and (1.8) can be found in [15, p. 221] and for
more details one can see, [8] and [18].
Now we define modular equation in brief. Let K, K′, L and L′ denote the complete
elliptic integrals of the first kind associated with the moduli k, k′ :=
√
1− k2, l and
l′ :=
√









Then a modular equation of degree n is a relation between k and l induced by (1.9).
Following Ramanujan, we set α = k2 and β = l2. Then we say β is of degree n over α.
Recently, in [10] M. S. Mahadeva Naika, S. Chandankumar and M. Manjunatha have
established some new modular relations for Ramanujan–Göllnitz–Gordon continued
fraction H(q) with H(qn) for n = 6, 10, 14 and 16 and also established their explicit
evaluations.
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In this paper, we prove the relations between H(q) and H(qn) for n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11,
13, 15, 17, 19, 23, 25, 29 and 55.
2. PRELIMINARY SECTION
Lemma 2.1.
















(2.3) ϕ(−q) = √z(1− t)1/4.
For the proofs of (2.2) and (2.3), see [5, Entry 10(i),(ii), p.122].
Lemma 2.3. If β is of degree 2 over α, then
(2.4) (1−√1− α)(1−√β) = 2√β(1− α).
For a proof of (2.4), see [4, Entry 17.3.1, p.385].
Lemma 2.4. If β has degree 3 over α, then
(2.5) (αβ)1/4 + {(1− α)(1− β)}1/4 = 1.
For a proof of (2.5), see [5, Entry 5(ii), p.230].
Lemma 2.5. If β has degree 4 over alpha, then
(2.6) (1− 4√1− α)(1− 4√β) = 2 4√β(1− α).
For a proof of (2.6), see [4, Entry 17.3.2, p.385].
Lemma 2.6. If β has degree 5 over α, then
(2.7) (αβ)1/2 + {(1− α)(1− β)}1/2 + 2{16αβ(1− α)(1− β)}1/6 = 1.
For a proof of (2.7), see [5, Entry 13(i), p.280].
Lemma 2.7. If β has degree 7 over α, then
(2.8) (αβ)1/8 + {(1− α)(1− β)}1/8 = 1.
For a proof of (2.8), see [5, Entry 19(i), p.314].
Lemma 2.8. If β has degree 8 over α, then
(2.9) (1− (1− α)1/4)(1− β1/4) = 2
√
2(β(1− α))1/8.
For a proof of (2.9), see [5].
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For the proofs of (2.10) and (2.11), see [5, Entry 3(x),(xi), p.352].
Lemma 2.10. If β has degree 11 over α, then
(2.12) (αβ)1/4 + {(1− α)(1− β)}1/4 + 2{16αβ(1− α)(1− β)}1/12 = 1.
For a proof of (2.12), see [5, Entry 7, p.363].
Let
(2.13) U = 1−√αβ−√(1− α)(1− β),




(1− α)(1− β)−√αβ(1− α)(1− β)) ,
and
(2.15) W = 32
√
αβ(1− α)(1− β).
Lemma 2.11. Let U, V and W be defined as in (2.13)–(2.15). If β has degree 13 over α, then
(2.16)
√
U(U3 + 8W) =
√
W(11U2 + V).
For a proof of (2.16), see [4, Entry 63, p.387].
Lemma 2.12. Let α and β has degrees 3, 5 or 1, 15 respectively, then














where the minus sign is chosen in the first case and the plus sign is selected in the second case.
For a proof of (2.17), see [5, Entry 21, p.435].



































































For the proofs of equations (2.18) and (2.19), see [4, Entry 17.3.26, p.392].
Let
(2.20) X = 1− 4√αβ− 4√(1− α)(1− β),






(1− α)(1− β)− 4√αβ(1− α)(1− β)) ,
and
(2.22) Z = 16 4
√
αβ(1− α)(1− β).
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Lemma 2.14. Let X, Y and Z be defined as in (2.20)-(2.22). If β has degree 19 over α, then
(2.23) X5 − 7X2Z−YZ = 0.
For a proof of (2.23), see [7, Entry 58, p.386].
Lemma 2.15. If β has degree 23 over α, then
(2.24) (αβ)1/8 + {(1− α)(1− β)}1/8 + 22/3{αβ(1− α)(1− β)}1/24 = 1.
For a proof of (2.24), see [5, Entry 15, p.411].
















































For the proofs of (2.25) and (2.26), see [4, Entry 17.3.27, p.392].
Lemma 2.17. Let U, V and W be defined as in (2.13)–(2.15). If β has degree 29 over α, then
(2.27)
√
U(U2 + 17UW1/3 − 9W2/3)−W1/6(9X2 + Y− 13UW1/3 + 15W2/3) = 0.
For a proof of (2.27), see [7, Entry 65, p.388].
Let













− {(1− α)(1− β)}1/8 + {αβ(1− α)(1− β)}1/8,
(2.29)
and
(2.30) N = 4{αβ(1− α)(1− β)}1/8.
Lemma 2.18. Let L, M and N be defined as in (2.28)–(2.30). If β has degree 55 over α, then
(2.31) M(L2 −M)2 = N(L3 − N).
For a proof of (2.31), see [4, Entry 17.4.4, p.393].
3. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we establish several new theta function identities which are useful in









1 + 2H(q)− H2(q) .
Proof. Putting a = b = q in the equation (2.1), we deduce that
(3.2) f (q, q) = f (q4, q4) + q f (1, q8).
Replacing q by −q in the equation (3.2), we find that
(3.3) f (−q,−q) = f (q4, q4)− q f (1, q8).
From the equations (1.7), (3.2) and (3.3), we obtain (3.1). 
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Proof. From the equations (2.2) and (2.3), we obtain (3.4). 
Set








where β is of degree n over α.
Using the equations (3.5) and (3.6), we find that
(3.7) α = 1− P2Q2
and




Throughout this article we are using the following notations:
A = 4
√
1− α, B = 4√β, B2 = √β, a1 = 8√αβ, a2 = 4√αβ, a4 = √αβ,
b1 = 8
√
(1− α)(1− β), b2 = 8
√
1− α












































On simplification, we obtain the equation (3.9). 



















On simplification, we obtain the required equation (3.12). 
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Lemma 3.5. Let P and Q be defined as in (3.5) and (3.6). If β is of degree 4 over α, then












































Isolating the terms having A on one side of the equation (3.16) and then squaring both
sides, we obtain the equation (3.14). 























Proof. From the equations (3.5) and (2.7), we find that
(3.18) (32a4P)− (1− a4 − P2)3 = 0.
Isolating the terms having a4 on one side of the equation (3.18) and then squaring both
sides, we find that
(16P4Q3 − P2 − 10P2Q− 15P2Q2 + 16Q3
+ 20P2Q3 − 15P2Q4 − 10P2Q5 −Q6P2)
(16P4Q3 + P2 − 10P2Q + 16Q3 + 20P2Q3
+ 15P2Q4 − 10P2Q5 + Q6P2 + 15P2Q2) = 0.(3.19)
By examining the behaviour of first factor near q = 0, it can be seen that there is a
neighbourhood about the origin, where the first factor is zero, whereas the second
factor is not zero in this neighbourhood. By the Identity Theorem first factor vanishes
identically. This completes the proof. 












































On simplification, we find that
−P2 − P2Q4 + 8Q2b1 − 28PQ2 + 56Q2Pb1
− 70P2Q2 + 56Q2P2b1 − 28P3Q2 + 8Q2P3b1 = 0.(3.22)
Isolating the terms having b1 on one side of the equation (3.22), and then squaring both
sides, and employing the equation (3.5), we arrive at the equation (3.20). 
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Lemma 3.8. Let P and Q be defined in (3.5) and (3.6), If β is of degree 8 over α, then
P15Q8 − 65536P7Q12 − 32768P4Q9 − 32768P6Q11(3.23)
+131072P5Q10 − 471040P7Q8 − 242688P6Q7 − 242688P8Q9 − 26624P9Q10
+259072P8Q5 + 405504P9Q6 + 259072P10Q7 + 59392P11Q8 + 16384Q13P4
−16384Q15P6 + 32768Q13P8 + 32768Q14P5 − 19456Q11P10 + 3072Q9P12
−65536Q12P3 − 16384Q9 + 16384Q11P2 + 32768Q10P + 70P11Q4 − 56P10Q3
−56P12Q5 + 28P9Q2 + 28P13Q6 − 8P8Q− 8P14Q7 + 59392P7Q4 − 65536P3Q8
+32768P2Q7 + P7 − 19456P4Q5 − 26624P5Q6 + 3072P6Q3 = 0.
Proof. Using the equations (3.5) and (3.6) in the equation (2.9), we deduce that
(3.24) 1− 2B + B2 − 2A− 4AB− 2AB2 + PQ− 2PQB + PQB2 = 0.
Isolating the terms having A on one side of the equation (3.24), and then squaring both
sides, we find that
4PQ3 + 24PQ3B + 12PQ3B2 + 24PQ3BB2 − 2P3Q− 2Q2 + 4P2Q4BB2 + P2(3.25)
− 6Q2B2 + 4Q2BB2 − 2P2Q4 + 4Q2B− 6P2Q4B2 + 4P2Q4B + P4Q2 = 0.
Isolating the terms having B on one side of the equation (3.25), and then squaring both
sides, we deduce that
8P2Q2 − 4P2Q2B2 + 976P2Q6 + 544PQ5 + 544P3Q7 − 8P4Q8 − 544P5Q5(3.26)
−976P4Q4 − P4 + 1072P2Q6B2 + 4P7Q3 + 8P6Q6 − 6P6Q2 + 4P5Q + 8Q4B2
+8P4Q8B2 + 480PQ5B2 − 8Q4 − 240P5Q5B2 − 536P4Q4B2 − 4P6Q6B2 − P8Q4
−240P3Q3B2 − 544P3Q3 + 480P3Q7B2 = 0.
Isolating the terms having B2 on one side of the equation (3.26), and then squaring both
sides, we arrive at (3.23). 










































































Proof. From the equations (2.10) and (2.11), we deduce that
(3.28) − c2 + c1 −Q + b1 + c1Q + c2b1 = 0.
Isolating the terms having b1 on one side of the equation (3.28) and then squaring both
sides, we deduce that
(3.29) Q + Qc3 − c3 + 2c2c1 + 2c2c1Q− c2 + 2c1Q− 2Qc2 −Q2 + 2c1Q2 − c2Q2 = 0.
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Again isolating the terms having c1 on one side of the equation (3.29) and then squaring
both sides, we deduce that
−6Q2c3c2P2 − 6Qc3c2P2 − 2Q3c3c2P2 + 2Q2c3c2 + 6Q3c3c2 −Q2 + P2Q2(3.30)
+2Q3c2 + 6c2Q4 −Q2c3 + 6Q3c3 + 2Q3 − 2Q4 + 6c3Q4 + c3P2 + 2Q4P2 + 6Q5c2
+2c2Q6 + 6Q5c3 − 2Q3P2 + Q6P2 − c3Q6 − 2Q5P2 + 2Q5c3c2 − 6Q3c2P2
−6Qc3P2 − 2Qc2P2 − 6c2Q2P2 + 6Q4c3c2 − 2c2Q4P2 − 6Q2c3P2 − 6Q3c3P2
−2c3c2P2 + c3Q4P2 + 2Q5 −Q6 = 0
Eliminating c2 and c3 in the above equation (3.30) , we deduce that
(1 + Q)4(192Q4P2 − 288Q3P2 − 384Q6P2 − 1248Q5P2 + 256Q5 + 256Q6(3.31)
+256Q7 − 288Q9P2 − 1308Q6P4 − 111Q4P4 + 2328Q5P4 + 2328Q7P4
−514Q2P4 − P4 − 514Q10P4 + 1212Q9P4 −Q12P4 + 44Q11P4 + 44QP4
−1248Q5P6 + 192Q8P6 − 288Q9P6 − 384Q6P6 + 192Q4P6 − 288Q3P6
+256Q5P8 + 256Q6P8 + 256Q7P8 − 1248Q7P2 − 111Q8P4 − 1248Q7P6
+192Q8P2 + 1212Q3P4) = 0.
Since (1 + Q)4 6= 0, it completes the proof. 














































































Proof. Employing the equation (3.5) in the equation (2.12), we find that
(3.33) 16a2P = (1− a2 − P)3.
Isolating the terms having a2 on one side of the equation (3.33) and then squaring both
sides, we find that
38P3 + 4Q2 + 18P2Q2 + a4P2 − 84a4P3Q2 − 82a4P2Q2 − 4a4P4Q2(3.34)
+a4P2Q4 + 38P3Q4 − 84a4PQ2 − 3P4 − 4a4Q2 − 44PQ2 − 3P2
−20P3Q2 + 18P4Q2 − 44P5Q2 + 4P6Q2 − 3P2Q4 − 3P4Q4 = 0.
Isolating the terms having a4 on one side of the equation (3.34) and then squaring both
sides, we obtain the equation (3.32). 
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Proof. Employing the equation (3.5) in the equations (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15), we find
that
(3.36) U = 1− a4 − P2, V = 64(a4 + P2 − a4P2), and W = 32a4P2.
Employing the equation (3.36) in the equation (2.16), we find that
7P6 − 7P8 − a4P6 − 67616a4P8Q4 + 11345a4P6Q4 + 24a4P4Q2(3.37)
−67616a4P4Q4 − 80a4P2Q4 − 20528P4Q6 + 64a4Q6 + 147300P6Q6
−147300P8Q6 + 20528P10Q6 − 63456P12Q6 + 64P14Q6 + 63456P2Q6
−95184P4Q4 + 31742P6Q2 − 95184P4Q8 − 52137P8Q4 + 112Q4P2 − 56Q2P4
+112Q8P2 + 52137Q4P6 − 56Q10P4 + 52137Q8P6 − 52137Q8P8 + 56P10Q2
−112P12Q4 − 64Q6 − 112P12Q8 + 95184P10Q4 + 95184P10Q8 − 31742Q2P8
−31742Q10P8 + 31742P6Q10 + 7P6Q12 − 67616a4P4Q8 + 67616a4P2Q6
+20432a4P4Q6 + 196212a4P6Q6 + 20432a4P8Q6 + 67616a4P10Q6 − 80a4P10Q4
−80a4P10Q8 − 67616a4P8Q8 + 24a4P8Q2 + 11345a4P6Q8 + 24a4P8Q10
+56P10Q10 − 7P8Q12 + 3318a4P6Q2 + 3318a4P6Q10 − 80a4Q8P2 + 24a4Q10P4
−a4P6Q12 + 64a4P12Q6 = 0.
Isolating the terms having a4 on one side of the equation (3.37) and then squaring both
sides, we find that
(168064P4Q6 − 130P6Q13 − 149435P6Q6 + 168064P8Q6 + 26624P10Q6(3.38)
+26624P2Q6 − 21632P4Q4 − 5083P6Q2 + 168064P4Q8 − 21632P8Q4
+26624Q8P2 − 195689Q4P6 − 21632Q10P4 − 149435Q8P6 + 168064Q8P8
+26624P10Q8 − 21632Q10P8 − 195689P6Q10 − 5083P6Q12 + 2704P4Q3
−62036P6Q3 − 6656Q5P2 − 4160Q5P4 −Q14P6 + 2704P8Q3 − 130P6Q
−289822P6Q5 + 66560Q7P2 + 295776Q7P4 + 11752P6Q7 − 4160P8Q5
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+295776P8Q7 − 289822P6Q9 − 6656P10Q5 + 66560P10Q7 − 4160P8Q9 − 4160P4Q9
−62036P6Q11 + 4096P12Q7 − 6656P10Q9 + 2704Q11P8 − 6656Q9P2 + 2704Q11P4
−130P6Q13 + 4096Q7)(P6 − 168064P4Q6 + 149435P6Q6 − 168064P8Q6
−26624P10Q6 − 26624P2Q6 + 21632P4Q4 + 5083P6Q2 − 168064P4Q8 + 21632P8Q4
−26624Q8P2 + 195689Q4P6 + 21632Q10P4 + 149435Q8P6 − 168064Q8P8
−26624P10Q8 + 21632Q10P8 + 195689P6Q10 + 5083P6Q12 + 2704P4Q3 − 62036P6Q3
−6656Q5P2 − 4160Q5P4 − 289822P6Q9 + 2704P8Q3 − 130P6Q− 289822P6Q5
+295776Q7P4 + 11752P6Q7 − 4160P8Q5 + 295776P8Q7 − 6656P10Q5 + 2704Q11P4
+Q14P6 − 4160P8Q9 − 4160P4Q9 − 62036P6Q11 + 4096P12Q7 − 6656P10Q9
+2704Q11P8 − 6656Q9P2 + 66560Q7P2 + 66560P10Q7 + 4096Q7 − P6) = 0.
By examining the behaviour of second factor near q = 0, it can be seen that there is
a neighbourhood about the origin, where the second factor is not zero, whereas the
first factor is zero in this neighbourhood. By the Identity Theorem first factor vanishes
identically. This completes the proof. 
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Proofs of the identities (3.39)–(3.45) are similar to the proof of the identity (3.35) given
above except that in place of result (2.16), result (2.17) is used for proving (3.39); results
(2.18) and (2.19) are used for proving (3.40); result (2.23) is used for proving (3.41);
result (2.24) is used for proving (3.42); results (2.25) and (2.26) are used for proving
(3.43); result (2.31) is used for proving (3.45).
4. MODULAR RELATIONS BETWEEN H(q) AND H(qn)
In this section, we establish several modular relations between the Ramanujan–
Göllnitz–Gordon continued fractions H(q) and H(qn) using the identities established
in section 3, for n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 23, 25, 29 and 55.
Theorem 4.1. If x = H(q) and y = H(q2), then
(4.1) y2 − y + x2y + x2 = 0.









q in the equation (4.2) and from the equation (3.1), we deduce that
(4.3) P =
(1− 2x− x2)(1− 2y− y2)
(1 + 2x− x2)(1 + 2y− y2) and Q =
(1− 2x− x2)(1 + 2y− y2)
(1 + 2x− x2)(1− 2y− y2) .
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Employing the equation (4.3) in the equation (3.9), we deduce that
(y2 − y + x2y + x2)(−1 + 2x + x2)(−2xy2 + y2 + x2y2 + 1 + 4xy + 2x + x2)(4.4)
(x2y2 + y + 1− x2y)(x2y2 + 2xy2 + y2 + 1− 4xy− 2x + x2) = 0.
From the definitions of x and y, we have x = o(q1/2) and y = o(q) as q → 0, it can be
seen that the first factor vanishes for q sufficiently small whereas the other factors does
not vanish. Thus by the identity theorem, first factor vanishes identically. Hence the
proof. 
Remark: For a different proof of the equation (4.1), see [8].
Theorem 4.2. If x = H(q) and y = H(q3), then
(4.5) y3x4 + x3 + 3yx2 − y− 3y2x3 + 3y2x− 3y3x2 − y4x = 0.









q in the equation (4.6) and from the equation (3.1), we deduce that
(4.7) P =
(1− 2x− x2)(1− 2y− y2)
(1 + 2x− x2)(1 + 2y− y2) and Q =
(1− 2x− x2)(1 + 2y− y2)
(1 + 2x− x2)(1− 2y− y2) .
Employing the equation (4.7) in the equation (3.12), we deduce that
(y3x4 + x3 + 3yx2 − y− 3y2x3 + 3y2x− 3y3x2 − y4x)(−1 + 2x + x2)(4.8)
(yx4 + x− 3yx2 + 3y2x3 − 3y2x + 3y3x2 − y3 − y4x3) = 0.
From the definitions of x and y, we have x = o(q1/2) and y = o(q3/2) as q → 0, it can
be seen that the first factor vanishes for q sufficiently small whereas other factors does
not vanish. Thus by the identity theorem, first factor vanishes identically. Hence the
proof. 
Remark: For a different proofs of the equation (4.5), see [8] and [18].
Theorem 4.3. If x = H(q) and y = H(q4), then
(4.9) − y + 4x2y− 4x2y3 + x4y + x4y2 + x4y3 + y2 + x4 − y3 + y4 = 0.









q in the equation (4.10) and from the equation (3.1), we deduce that
(4.11) P =
(1− 2x− x2)(1− 2y− y2)
(1 + 2x− x2)(1 + 2y− y2) and Q =
(1− 2x− x2)(1 + 2y− y2)
(1 + 2x− x2)(1− 2y− y2) .
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Employing the equation (4.11) in the equation (3.14), we deduce that
(−y + 4x2y− 4x2y3 + x4y + x4y2 + x4y3 + y2 + x4 − y3 + y4)(4.12)
(−1 + 2x + x2)3(1 + 4x + 4y + 8xy + 8xy3 − 4xy4 − 8x2y + 12x2y2 + 8x2y3
+6x2y4 + 8x3y + 8x3y3 − 4x3y4 + 4x4y + 2x4y2 − 4x4y3 + x4y4 + 6x2 + 2y2
+4x3 + x4 − 4y3 + y4)(1 + y + 4x2y− 4x2y3 − x4y + x4y2 − x4y3 + x4y4 + y2 + y3)
(1− 4x + 4y− 8xy− 8xy3 + 4xy4 − 8x2y + 12x2y2 + 8x2y3 + 6x2y4 − 8x3y− 8x3y3
+4x3y4 + 4x4y + 2x4y2 − 4x4y3 + x4y4 + 6x2 + 2y2 − 4x3 + x4 − 4y3 + y4) = 0.
From the definitions of x and y, we have x = o(q1/2) and y = o(q2) as q → 0, it can be
seen that the first factor of the equation (4.12) vanishes for q sufficiently small whereas
as other factors does not vanish. Thus by the identity theorem, first factor vanishes
identically. Hence the proof. 
Remark: For a different proof of the equation (4.9), see [8].
Theorem 4.4. If x = H(q) and y = H(q5), then
y− 5xy4 − 5x2y + 10x2y3 − 10x3y2 + 10x3y4 + 5x4y5(4.13)
+5x5y2 − x6y5 − 10x4y3 − x5 + xy6 = 0.









q in the equation (4.14) and then from equation (3.1) , we deduce that
(4.15) P =
(1− 2x− x2)(1− 2y− y2)
(1 + 2x− x2)(1 + 2y− y2) and Q =
(1− 2x− x2)(1 + 2y− y2)
(1 + 2x− x2)(1− 2y− y2) .
Employing the equation (4.15) in the equation (3.17), we deduce that
(−y + 5xy4 + 5x2y− 10x2y3 + 10x3y2 − 10x3y4 + 10x4y3 − 5x4y5(4.16)
−5x5y2 + x6y5 + x5 − xy6)× (x− 5xy2 − 10x2y3 + 5x2y5 + 10x3y2
−10x3y4 − 5x4y + 10x4y3 + 5x5y4 + x6y− y5 − x5y6)(−1 + 2x + x2)2 = 0.
From the definitions of x and y, we have x = o(q1/2) and y = o(q5/2) as q → 0, it can be
seen that the first factor vanishes for q sufficiently small whereas the other factors does
not vanish. Thus by the identity theorem, first factor vanishes identically. Hence the
proof. 
Remark: For a different proof of the equation (4.13), see [18].
Theorem 4.5. If x = H(q) and y = H(q7), then
x8 + 7x7y5 − 7yx7 − 7x7y3 − y7x7 + 28x6y2 − 7yx5(4.17)
+7y7x5 − 49x5y5 − 7x5y3 + 70x4y4 + 7yx3 − 7x3y5
−49x3y3 − 7y7x3 + 28x2y6 − xy− 7xy5 + 7xy3 − 7xy7 + y8 = 0.
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Replacing q by
√
q in the equation (4.18) and then from equation (3.1) , we deduce that
(4.19) P =
(1− 2x− x2)(1− 2y− y2)
(1 + 2x− x2)(1 + 2y− y2) and Q =
(1− 2x− x2)(1 + 2y− y2)
(1 + 2x− x2)(1− 2y− y2) .
From the equations (4.19) and (3.20), we deduce that
(1− 7xy5 + 7xy + 7xy3 + xy7 + 28x2y2 + 7yx3 − 7yx5 + yx7 + 70x4y4(4.20)
+49x3y5 + 7x5y5 + 7x7y5 + 28x6y6 + 7x3y3 + 49x5y3 − 7x7y3 − 7y7x3
+7y7x5 + 7y7x7 + y8x8)(x8 + 7x7y5 − 7yx7 − 7x7y3 − y7x7 + 28x6y2
−7yx5 + 7y7x5 − 49x5y5 − 7x5y3 + 70x4y4 + 7yx3 − 7x3y5 − 49x3y3
−7y7x3 + 28x2y6 − xy− 7xy5 + 7xy3 − 7xy7 + y8)(−1 + 2x + x2)3 = 0.
From the definitions of x and y, we have x = o(q1/2) and y = o(q7/2) as q → 0, it can
be seen that the second factor vanishes for q sufficiently small whereas the other fac-
tors does not vanish. Thus by the identity theorem, second factor vanishes identically.
Hence the proof. 
Remark: For a different proof of (4.17), see [18].
Theorem 4.6. If x = H(q) and y = H(q8), then
− 3y2 + 12x4y5 + 16x4y6 + 12x4y7 − 12x4y− 16x6y2
+ 8x6y3 + 8x6y5 + 16x6y6 − 8x6y7 − 8x6y + 7x8y2 + 3x8y3
+ 3x8y4 − x8y5 − 3x8y6 + x8y7 + 5x8y + 16x2y2 − 8x2y3−
8x2y5 − 16x2y6 + 8x2y7 + 8x2y + 16x4y2 − 12x4y3 − 32x4y4
+ x8 + y3 + 3y4 − 3y5 + 7y6 − 5y7 + y8 − y = 0.









q in the equation (4.21) and then from equation (3.1) , we deduce that
(4.22) P =
(1− 2x− x2)(1− 2y− y2)
(1 + 2x− x2)(1 + 2y− y2) and Q =
(1− 2x− x2)(1 + 2y− y2)
(1 + 2x− x2)(1− 2y− y2) .
Employing the equation (4.22) in the equation (3.23), we deduce that
(−3y2 + 12x4y5 + 16x4y6 + 12x4y7 − 12x4y− 16x6y2 + 8x6y3 + 8x6y5(4.23)
+16x6y6 − 8x6y7 − 8x6y + 7x8y2 + 3x8y3 + 3x8y4 − x8y5 − 3x8y6 + x8y7
+5x8y + 16x2y2 − 8x2y3 − 8x2y5 − 16x2y6 + 8x2y7 + 8x2y− 5y7 + 16x4y2
−12x4y3 − 32x4y4 + x8 + y3 + 3y4 − 3y5 + 7y6 + y8 − y)(8x− 8y + 48x2y2
+400x3y + 48x3y3 + 48x3y5 − 688x3y6 + 400x3y7 − 56x3y8 + 688x3y2 + 208x4y
+208x4y3 + 228x4y4 − 208x4y5 + 376x4y6 − 208x4y7 + 70x4y8 + 376x4y2 + 400yx5
+160yx6 − 16yx7 − 8yx8 + 688x5y2 + 48x6y2 − 48x7y2 + 20x8y2 + 56x3 + 70x4
−8y3 − 26y4 + 8y5 + 20y6 + 8y7 + y8 − 16xy + 80xy3 + 80xy5 + 48xy6 − 16xy7
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−8xy8 + 1− 48xy2 + 160x2y + 160x2y3 + 296x2y4 − 160x2y5 + 48x2y6 − 160x2y7
+28x2y8 + 28x2 + 20y2 + 48x5y5 + 28x6 + 8x7 + x8 + 160x6y3 + 80x7y3 + 48x5y3
−8x8y3 + 296x6y4 − 26x8y4 − 160x6y5 + 80x7y5 + 56x5 + 8x8y5 + 48x6y6
+48x7y6 − 688x5y6 + 20x8y6 − 160x6y7 − 16x7y7 + 400x5y7 + 8x8y7 + 28x6y8
−8x7y8 − 56x5y8 + x8y8)(70x4y8 − 8x− 8y + 48x2y2 − 400x3y− 48x3y3
−48x3y5 + 688x3y6 − 400x3y7 + 56x3y8 − 688x3y2 + 208x4y + 208x4y3
+228x4y4 − 208x4y5 + 376x4y6 − 208x4y7 + 376x4y2 − 400yx5 − 160x2y5 + 16yx7
−8yx8 − 688x5y2 + 48x6y2 + y8 + 20x8y2 − 56x3 + 70x4 − 8y3 − 26y4 + 8y5 + 20y6
+160yx6 + 48x7y2 + 16xy− 80xy3 − 80xy5 − 48xy6 + 16xy7 + 8xy8 + 48xy2
+160x2y + 160x2y3 + 296x2y4 + 8y7 + 48x2y6 − 160x2y7 + 28x2y8 + 28x2 + 20y2
−56x5 + 28x6 + 20x8y6 + x8 + 160x6y3 − 80x7y3 − 48x5y3 − 8x7 − 8x8y3
+296x6y4 − 26x8y4 − 160x6y5 − 80x7y5 − 48x5y5 + 8x8y5 + 48x6y6 − 48x7y6
+688x5y6 − 160x6y7 + 16x7y7 − 400x5y7 + 8x8y7 + 28x6y8 + 8x7y8 + 56x5y8
+x8y8)(1 + 5y− 16x2y2 − 12x4y− 12x4y3 − 32x4y4 + 12x4y5 + 16x4y6 + 12x4y7
+16x4y2 + 8yx6 − yx8 + 16x6y2 − 3x8y2 + 3y3 + 3y4 − y5 − 3y6 + y7 − 8x2y
+8x2y3 + 8x2y5 + 16x2y6 − 8x2y7 + 7y2 − 8x6y3 + x8y3 + 3x8y4 − 8x6y5
−3x8y5 − 16x6y6 + 7x8y6 + 8x6y7 − 5x8y7 + x8y8)(−1 + 2x + x2)7 = 0.
From the definitions of x and y, we have x = o(q1/2) and y = o(q4) as q → 0, it can
be seen that the first factor vanishes for q sufficiently small whereas other factors does
not vanish. Thus by the identity theorem, first factor vanishes identically. Hence the
proof. 
Theorem 4.7. If x = H(q) and y = H(q9), then
y10 − yx + 9yx3 − 18yx5 − 6yx7 + 9yx9 − 8y2x2 + 48y2x4 − 3y2x8 − 12y2x10(4.24)
+y2x12 + 9y3x + x10 − 73y3x3 + 114y3x5 − 66y3x7 − 33y3x9 + 9y3x11
+48y4x2 − 288y4x4 + 210y4x6 + 48y4x8 − y11x11 − 18y5x + 114y5x3 − 288y5x5
+312y5x7 − 66y5x9 − 6y5x11 + 210y6x4 − 504y6x6 + 210y6x8 − 66y7x3
+312y7x5 − 288y7x7 + 114y7x9 − 18y7x11 − 3y8x2 + 48y8x4 + 210y8x6 − 288y8x8
+9y9x− 33y9x3 − 66y9x5 + 114y9x7 − 73y9x9 + 9y9x11 − 12y10x2 − 3y10x4
+48y10x8 + y12x2 + 48y8x10 − y11x− 3y4x10 + 9y11x3 − 6y7x− 8y10x10
−6y11x5 − yx11 − 18y11x7 + 9y11x9 = 0.









q in the equation (4.25) and then from equation (3.1) , we deduce that
(4.26) P =
(1− 2x− x2)(1− 2y− y2)
(1 + 2x− x2)(1 + 2y− y2) and Q =
(1− 2x− x2)(1 + 2y− y2)
(1 + 2x− x2)(1− 2y− y2) .
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From the equations (4.26) and (3.27), we deduce that
(y10 − yx + 9yx3 − 18yx5 − 6yx7 + 9yx9 − yx11 − 8y2x2 + 48y2x4 − 3y2x8(4.27)
−12y2x10 + y2x12 + 9y3x− 73y3x3 + 114y3x5 − 66y3x7 − 33y3x9
+9y3x11 + 48y4x2 − 288y4x4 + 210y4x6 + 48y4x8 − 3y4x10 − 18y5x
+114y5x3 − 288y5x5 + 312y5x7 − 66y5x9 − 6y5x11 + 210y6x4 − 504y6x6
+210y6x8 − 6y7x− 66y7x3 + 312y7x5 − 288y7x7 + 114y7x9 − 18y7x11
−3y8x2 + 48y8x4 + 210y8x6 − 288y8x8 + 9y9x− 33y9x3 − 66y9x5 + 114y9x7
−73y9x9 + 9y9x11 − 12y10x2 − 3y10x4 + 48y10x8 − 8y10x10
+9y11x3 − 6y11x5 − 18y11x7 + 9y11x9 − y11x11 + y12x2
+x10)(x2 + y2 + yx− 9yx3 + 6yx5 + 18yx7 − 9yx9 + yx11 − 12y2x2 − 3y2x4
+48y2x8 − 8y2x10 − 9y3x + 33y3x3 + 66y3x5 − 114y3x7 + 73y3x9
−9y3x11 − 3y4x2 + 48y4x4 + 210y4x6 − 288y4x8 + 48y4x10 + 6y5x + 66y5x3
−312y5x5 + 288y5x7 − 114y5x9 + 18y5x11 + 210y6x4 − 504y6x6 + 210y6x8
+18y7x− 114y7x3 + 288y7x5 − 312y7x7 + 66y7x9 + 6y7x11 + 48y8x2 − 288y8x4
+210y8x6 + 48y8x8 − 3y8x10 − 9y9x + 73y9x3 − 114y9x5 + 66y9x7
+33y9x9 − 9y9x11 − 8y10x2 + 48y10x4 − 3y10x8 − 12y10x10
+y10x12 + y11x− 9y11x3 + 18y11x5 + 6y11x7 − 9y11x9
+y11x11 + y12x10 − y11x + 48y8x10) = 0.
From the definitions of x and y, we have x = o(q1/2) and y = o(q9/2) as q → 0, it can
be seen that the first factor vanishes for q sufficiently small whereas other factors does
not vanish. Thus by the identity theorem, first factor vanishes identically. Hence the
proof. 
Theorem 4.8. If x = H(q) and y = H(q11), then
−y− 11xy2 + 33xy4 + 11xy6 − 33xy8 + 11xy10 − xy12 + 11x2y− 66x2y3(4.28)
+66x2y5 − 66x2y9 + 11x2y11 + 66x3y2 − 231x3y4 − 55x3y6 + 396x3y8
−66x3y10 − 33x4y + 396x4y3 − 528x4y5 − 198x4y7 + 231x4y9 − 33x4y11
+198x5y4 + 396x5y6 − 528x5y8 + 66x5y10 + 11x6y− 55x6y3 + 396x6y5
−396x6y7 + 55x6y9 − 11x6y11 − 66x7y2 + 528x7y4 − 396x7y6 − 198x7y8
+33x8y− 231x8y3 + 198x8y5 + 528x8y7 − 396x8y9 + 33x8y11 + 66x9y2
−396x9y4 + 55x9y6 + 231x9y8 − 66x9y10 − 11x10y + 66x10y3
−66x10y7 + 66x10y9 − 11x10y11 − 11x11y2 + 33x11y4
−11x11y6 − 33x11y8 + 11x11y10 + x12y11 + x11 = 0.
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Replacing q by
√
q in the equation (4.29) and then from equation (3.1), we deduce that
(4.30) P =
(1− 2x− x2)(1− 2y− y2)
(1 + 2x− x2)(1 + 2y− y2) and Q =
(1− 2x− x2)(1 + 2y− y2)
(1 + 2x− x2)(1− 2y− y2) .
Employing the equation (4.30) in the equation (3.32), we deduce that
(−y− 11xy2 + 33xy4 + 11xy6 − 33xy8 + 11xy10 − xy12 + 11x2y− 66x2y3(4.31)
+66x2y5 − 66x2y9 + 11x2y11 + 66x3y2 − 231x3y4 − 55x3y6 + 396x3y8
−66x3y10 − 33x4y + 396x4y3 − 528x4y5 − 198x4y7 + 231x4y9
−33x4y11 + 198x5y4 + 396x5y6 − 528x5y8 + 66x5y10 + 11x6y
−55x6y3 + 396x6y5 − 396x6y7 + 55x6y9 − 11x6y11 − 66x7y2
+528x7y4 − 396x7y6 − 198x7y8 + 33x8y− 231x8y3 + 198x8y5
+528x8y7 − 396x8y9 + 33x8y11 + 66x9y2 − 396x9y4 + 55x9y6
+231x9y8 − 66x9y10 − 11x10y + 66x10y3 − 66x10y7 + 66x10y9
−11x10y11 − 11x11y2 + 33x11y4 − 11x11y6 − 33x11y8
+11x11y10 + x12y11 + x11)(x− 11xy2 + 33xy4 − 11xy6 − 33xy8
+11xy10 + 11x2y− 66x2y3 + 66x2y7 − 66x2y9 + 11x2y11 + 66x3y2
−396x3y4 + 55x3y6 + 231x3y8 − 66x3y10 − 33x4y + 231x4y3 − 198x4y5
−528x4y7 + 396x4y9 − 33x4y11 − 66x5y2 + 528x5y4 − 396x5y6 − 198x5y8
−11x6y + 55x6y3 − 396x6y5 + 396x6y7 − 55x6y9 + 11x6y11 + 198x7y4
+396x7y6 − 528x7y8 + 66x7y10 + 33x8y− 396x8y3 + 528x8y5 + 198x8y7
−231x8y9 + 33x8y11 + 66x9y2 − 231x9y4 − 55x9y6 + 396x9y8 − 66x9y10
−11x10y + 66x10y3 − 66x10y5 + 66x10y9 − 11x10y11 − 11x11y2
+33x11y4 + 11x11y6 − 33x11y8 + 11x11y10 − x11y12 + x12y− y11) = 0.
From the definitions of x and y, we have x = o(q1/2) and y = o(q11/2) as q→ 0, it can be
seen that the first factor vanishes for q sufficiently small whereas the other factors does
not vanish. Thus by the identity theorem, first factor vanishes identically. Hence the
proof. 
Remark: For a different proof of the equation (4.28), see [18].
Theorem 4.9. If x = H(q) and y = H(q13), then
−y− 52xy4 + 52xy6 + 52xy8 − 52xy10 + 13xy12 − xy14 + 13x2y− 130x2y3(4.32)
+312x2y5 − 312x2y9 + 52x2y11 − 52x3y2 + 572x3y4 − 520x3y6 − 520x3y8
+858x3y10 − 130x3y12 − 52x4y + 858x4y3 − 2327x4y5 + 1612x4y9 − 572x4y11
+52x4y13 + 312x5y2 − 1612x5y4 + 1300x5y6 + 2587x5y8 − 2327x5y10 + 312x5y12
+52x6y− 520x6y3 + 2587x6y5 − 1716x6y7 − 1300x6y9 + 520x6y11 − 52x6y13
+1716x7y6 − 1716x7y8 + 52x8y− 520x8y3 + 1300x8y5 + 1716x8y7 − 2587x8y9
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+520x8y11 − 52x8y13 − 312x9y2 + 2327x9y4 − 2587x9y6 − 1300x9y8 + 1612x9y10
−312x9y12 − 52x10y + 572x10y3 − 1612x10y5 + 2327x10y9 − 858x10y11 + 52x10y13
+130x11y2 − 858x11y4 + 520x11y6 + 520x11y8 − 572x11y10 + 52x11y12 − 52x12y3
+312x12y5 − 312x12y9 + 130x12y11 − 13x12y13 − 13x13y2 + 52x13y4 − 52x13y6
−52x13y8 + 52x13y10 + x14y13 + x13 = 0.









q in the equation (4.33) and then from equation (3.1), we deduce that
(4.34) P =
(1− 2x− x2)(1− 2y− y2)
(1 + 2x− x2)(1 + 2y− y2) and Q =
(1− 2x− x2)(1 + 2y− y2)
(1 + 2x− x2)(1− 2y− y2) .
Employing the equation (4.34) in the equation (3.35), we deduce that
(−y− 52xy4 + 52xy6 + 52xy8 − 52xy10 + 13xy12 − xy14 + 13x2y− 130x2y3(4.35)
+312x2y5 − 312x2y9 + 52x2y11 − 52x3y2 + 572x3y4 − 520x3y6 − 520x3y8
+858x3y10 − 130x3y12 − 52x4y + 858x4y3 − 2327x4y5 + 1612x4y9 − 572x4y11
+52x4y13 + 312x5y2 − 1612x5y4 + 1300x5y6 + 2587x5y8 − 2327x5y10 + 312x5y12
+52x6y− 520x6y3 + 2587x6y5 − 1716x6y7 − 1300x6y9 + 520x6y11 − 52x6y13
+1716x7y6 − 1716x7y8 + 52x8y− 520x8y3 + 1300x8y5 + 1716x8y7 − 2587x8y9
+520x8y11 − 52x8y13 − 312x9y2 + 2327x9y4 − 2587x9y6 − 1300x9y8 + 1612x9y10
−312x9y12 − 52x10y + 572x10y3 − 1612x10y5 + 2327x10y9 − 858x10y11 + 52x10y13
+130x11y2 − 858x11y4 + 520x11y6 + 520x11y8 − 572x11y10 + 52x11y12 − 52x12y3
+312x12y5 − 312x12y9 + 130x12y11 − 13x12y13 − 13x13y2 + 52x13y4 − 52x13y6
−52x13y8 + 52x13y10 + x13 + x14y13)× (x− 13xy2 − y13 + 52xy4 − 52xy6
−52xy8 + 52xy10 + 52x2y3 − 312x2y5 + 312x2y9 − 130x2y11 + 13x2y13 + 130x3y2
−858x3y4 + 520x3y6 + 520x3y8 − 572x3y10 + 52x3y12 + 52x4y− 572x4y3
+1612x4y5 − 2327x4y9 + 858x4y11 − 52x4y13 − 312x5y2 + 2327x5y4 + 1612x5y10
−312x5y12 − 2587x5y6 − 1300x5y8 − 52x6y + 520x6y3 − 1300x6y5 − 1716x6y7
+2587x6y9 − 520x6y11 + 52x6y13 − x13y14 + 1716x7y6 − 1716x7y8 − 52x8y
+520x8y3 − 2587x8y5 + 1716x8y7 + 1300x8y9 − 520x8y11 + 52x8y13 + 312x9y2
−1612x9y4 + 1300x9y6 + 2587x9y8 − 2327x9y10 + 312x9y12 + 52x10y− 858x10y3
+2327x10y5 − 1612x10y9 + 572x10y11 − 52x10y13 − 52x11y2 + 572x11y4
−520x11y6 − 520x11y8 + 858x11y10 − 130x11y12 − 13x12y + 130x12y3
−312x12y5 + 312x12y9 − 52x12y11 − 52x13y4 + 52x13y6 + 52x13y8 − 52x13y10
+13x13y12 + x14y)(−1 + 2x + x2)6 = 0.
From the definitions of x and y, we have x = o(q1/2) and y = o(q13/2) as q → 0, it can
be seen that the first factor vanishes for q sufficiently small whereas other factors does
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not vanish. Thus by the identity theorem, first factor vanishes identically. Hence the
proof. 
Theorem 4.10. If x = H(q) and y = H(q15), then
2200x3y13 − 210x3y15 + 15xy3 + 9380x4y12 − 2850x4y14 − 300x4y16 + 30720x5y11(4.36)
− 16120x5y13 + 10x5y15 − 57694x6y12 − xy− 75xy5 + 125xy7 + 30xy9 + 15x2y2
− 210x2y4 + 693x2y6 + 300x2y8 − 221120x10y8 + 15x3y− 330x3y3 + 1410x3y5
+ 485x3y7 − 2610x3y9 − 210x4y2 + 1720x4y4 − 1966x4y6 − 5580x4y8 − 230x4y10
− 75x5y + 1410x5y3 − 3930x5y5 − 11265x5y7 + 1350x5y9 + 693x6y2 − 1966x6y4
− 14655x6y6 + 5520x6y8 + 68225x6y10 − 162xy11 + 30xy13 + 30xy15 − 210x2y12
+ 435x2y14 − 8x2y16 − 948x3y11 − 347150x15y11 + 220290x15y13 − 261446x15y15
+ 132664x16y12 − 162x11y + 300x8y2 + 68225x10y6 − 948x11y3 + 485x7y3
− 5580x8y4 − 230x10y4 − 995x10y2 + 1350x9y5 + 30720x11y5 − 261446x9y9
− 995x2y10 − 11265x7y5 + 5520x8y6 + 113518x9y7 − 133770x11y7 + 8071x7y7
+ 135270x8y8 − 2610x9y3 + 220290x11y9 + 113518x7y9 − 221120x8y10
+ 256960x10y10 − 210x12y2 + 9380x12y4 − 57694x12y6 + 132664x12y8
− 617680x12y10 + 2200x13y3 − 16120x13y5 + 48890x13y7 − 347150x13y9
− 750394x11y11 + 30x13y− 2850x14y4 + 10203x14y6 − 139368x14y8
+ 645180x14y10 + 30x15y + 10203x6y14 − 12940x6y16 + 125yx7 + 30yx9
− 617680x10y12 + 1068900x12y12 + 132664x8y12 + 945854x11y13 − 750394x13y13
+ 48890x7y13 − 347150x9y13 + 645180x10y14 − 617680x12y14 − 139368x8y14
+ 1350x15y19 − 347150x11y15 + 220290x13y15 − 45790x7y15 + 323050x9y15
− 139368x10y16 + 132664x12y16 + 105800x8y16 + 435x14y2 + 945854x13y11
− 133770x7y11 + 220290x9y11 − 617680x14y12 + 256960x14y14 − 221120x14y16
+ x16 − 210x15y3 + 10x15y5 − 45790x15y7 + 323050x15y9 − 8x16y2 − 300x16y4
− 12940x16y6 + 105800x16y8 − 139368x16y10 − 221120x16y14 + 135270x16y16
+ 21444x7y17 − 2388x7y19 − 12940x8y18 − 2388x5y17 − 8x8y22 + x8y24
− 45790x9y17 − 210x9y21 + 10x9y19 + 30x9y23 + 10203x10y18 − 2850x10y20
+ 435x10y22 + 48890x11y17 + 2200x11y21 − 16120x11y19 + 30x11y23 + x3y21
− 5x3y19 − 120x4y18 + 30x4y20 − 300x8y20 − 5x5y21 + 461x5y19 + 2930x6y18
− 120x6y20 − 57694x12y18 + 9380x12y20 − 210x12y22 − 133770x13y17
− 948x13y21 + 30720x13y19 − 162x13y23 + 68225x14y18 − 230x14y20 − 995x14y22
+ 113518x15y17 − x23y23 − 2610x15y21 + 30x15y23 + 5520x16y18 − 5580x16y20
+ 300x16y22 − 2388x17y5 + 21444x17y7 − 45790x17y9 + 48890x17y11 − 133770x17y13
+ 113518x17y15 + 8071x17y17 + 485x17y21 − 11265x17y19 + 125x17y23 − 120x18y4
+ 2930x18y6 − 12940x18y8 + 10203x18y10 − 57694x18y12 + 68225x18y14
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+ 5520x18y16 − 5x19y3 − 14655x18y18 − 1966x18y20 + 693x18y22 + 461x19y5
− 2388x19y7 + 10x19y9 − 16120x19y11 + 30720x19y13 + 1350x19y15 − 11265x19y17
+ 1410x19y21 − 3930x19y19 − 75x19y23 + 30x20y4 − 120x20y6 − 300x20y8
− 2850x20y10 + 9380x20y12 − 230x20y14 − 5580x20y16 − 1966x20y18 + 1720x20y20
−210x20y22 − 8x22y8 − 5x21y5 − 210x21y9 + 2200x21y11 − 948x21y13 − 2610x21y15
+485x21y17 − 330x21y21 + 1410x21y19 + y16 + 15x21y23 + x21y3 + 435x22y10
−210x22y12 − 995x22y14 + 300x22y16 + 693x22y18 − 210x22y20 + x24y8 + 30x23y9
+30x23y11 − 162x23y13 + 30x23y15 + 125x23y17 + 15x23y21 − 75x23y19 + 15x22y22 = 0.
Theorem 4.11. If x = H(q) and y = H(q17), then
−xy + 17xy3 − 102xy5 + 238xy7 − 85xy9 − 323xy11 + 204xy13 + 68xy15 − 34xy17(4.37)
+34x2y2 − 442x2y4 + 1564x2y6 − 748x2y8 − 646x2y10 + 1054x2y12 − 952x2y14
+289x2y16 + x18 + y18 + 17x3y− 544x3y3 + 4029x3y5 − 8432x3y7 − 1105x3y9
+9112x3y11 − 3009x3y13 − 952x3y15 + 68x3y17 − 442x4y2 + 5406x4y4
−19448x4y6 + 15844x4y8 + 11254x4y10 − 20298x4y12 + 11696x4y14 − 952x4y16
−102x5y + 4029x5y3 − 29274x5y5 + 53805x5y7 + 9690x5y9 − 54825x5y11
+10914x5y13 − 3009x5y15 + 204x5y17 + 1564x6y2 − 19448x6y4 + 74358x6y6
−75514x6y8 − 55624x6y10 + 112472x6y12 − 20298x6y14 + 1054x6y16 + 238x7y
−8432x7y3 + 53805x7y5 − 76432x7y7 + 1105x7y9 + 43928x7y11 − 54825x7y13
+9112x7y15 − 323x7y17 − 748x8y2 + 15844x8y4 − 75514x8y6 + 40426x8y8
+108766x8y10 − 55624x8y12 + 11254x8y14 − 646x8y16 − 85x9y− 1105x9y3
+9690x9y5 + 1105x9y7 − 67830x9y9 + 1105x9y11 + 9690x9y13 − 1105x9y15
−85x9y17 − 646x10y2 + 11254x10y4 − 55624x10y6 + 108766x10y8 + 204x13y
+40426x10y10 − 75514x10y12 + 15844x10y14 − 748x10y16 − 323x11y + 9112x11y3
−54825x11y5 + 43928x11y7 + 1105x11y9 − 76432x11y11 + 53805x11y13
−8432x11y15 + 238x11y17 + 1054x12y2 − 20298x12y4 + 112472x12y6 − 55624x12y8
−75514x12y10 + 74358x12y12 − 19448x12y14 + 1564x12y16 − 3009x13y3 + 10914x13y5
−54825x13y7 + 9690x13y9 + 53805x13y11 − 29274x13y13 + 4029x13y15 − 102x13y17
−952x14y2 + 11696x14y4 − 20298x14y6 + 11254x14y8 + 15844x14y10 − 19448x14y12
+5406x14y14 − 442x14y16 + 68x15y− 952x15y3 − 3009x15y5 + 9112x15y7 − 1105x15y9
−8432x15y11 + 4029x15y13 − 544x15y15 + 17x15y17 + 289x16y2 − 952x16y4
+1054x16y6 − 646x16y8 − 748x16y10 + 1564x16y12 − 442x16y14 + 34x16y16 − 34x17y
+68x17y3 + 204x17y5 − 323x17y7 − 85x17y9 + 238x17y11 − 102x17y13 + 17x17y15
−x17y17 = 0.
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Theorem 4.12. If x = H(q) and y = H(q19), then
− 22648x12y17 + 9310x14y17 − 1957x16y17 + 171x18y17 − 171x3y18 + 608x5y18(4.38)
−4465x7y18 + 4902x9y18 + 3667x11y18 − 5624x13y18 + 817x15y18 + 114x17y18
−19x19y18 + 209x4y19 − 19x6y19 − 703x8y19 + 437x10y19 + 361x12y19
−399x14y19 + 133x16y19 − 19x18y19 + x20y19 + x19 − xy20 + 19xy2 − 209xy4
+19xy6 + 703xy8 − 437xy10 − 361xy12 + 399xy14 − 133xy16 + 19xy18 + 19x2y
−171x2y3 + 608x2y5 − 4465x2y7 + 4902x2y9 + 3667x2y11 − 5624x2y13
+817x2y15 + 114x2y17 − 19x2y19 − 252529x14y11 + 60705x16y11 − 347529x8y11
−101023x10y11 + 420147x12y11 − 57741x4y11 + 2280x10y17 − y− 32813x13y10
−22325x15y10 + 2280x17y10 + 437x19y10 − 133yx4 + 399yx6 − 361yx8
−437yx10 + 703yx12 + 19yx14 − 209yx16 + 19yx18 − 114y2x3 − 817y2x5
+5624y2x7 − 3667y2x9 − 4902y2x11 + 4465y2x13 − 608y2x15 + 171y2x17
−19y2x19 + 1957x4y3 − 9310x6y3 + 22648x8y3 − 2280x10y3 − 22990x12y3
+11704x14y3 − 646x16y3 − 114x18y3 − 646x3y4 + 21413x5y4 − 72789x7y4
+57741x9y4 + 60705x11y4 − 77957x13y4 + 16473x15y4 − 1957x17y4 + 133x19y4
−16473x4y5 + 107521x6y5 − 196289x8y5 + 22325x10y5 + 187473x12y5
−118009x14y5 + 21413x16y5 − 817x18y5 + 11704x3y6 − 118009x5y6
+337117x7y6 − 262409x9y6 − 252529x11y6 + 398221x13y6 − 107521x15y6
+9310x17y6 − 399x19y6 + 77957x4y7 − 398221x6y7 + 563445x8y7 + 32813x10y7
−518225x12y7 + 337117x14y7 − 72789x16y7 + 5624x18y7 − 22990x3y8 + 187473x5y8
−518225x7y8 + 347529x9y8 + 420147x11y8 − 563445x13y8 + 196289x15y8
−22648x17y8 + 361x19y8 − 60705x4y9 + 252529x6y9 − 420147x8y9 + 101023x10y9
+347529x12y9 − 262409x14y9 + 57741x16y9 − 3667x18y9 − 2280x3y10 + 22325x5y10
+32813x7y10 + 101023x9y10 − 101023x11y10 − 4902x18y11 + 22648x3y12
−196289x5y12 + 563445x7y12 − 420147x9y12 − 347529x11y12 + 518225x13y12
−187473x15y12 + 22990x17y12 − 703x19y12 + 72789x4y13 − 337117x6y13
+518225x8y13 − 32813x10y13 − 563445x12y13 + 398221x14y13 − 77957x16y13
+4465x18y13 − 9310x3y14 + 107521x5y14 − 398221x7y14 + 252529x9y14 + 262409x6y11
−337117x13y14 + 22990x8y17 − 11704x17y14 − 19x19y14 − 21413x4y15 + 118009x6y15
−187473x8y15 − 22325x10y15 + 196289x12y15 − 107521x14y15 + 16473x16y15
−608x18y15 + 1957x3y16 − 16473x5y16 + 77957x7y16 − 60705x9y16 − 57741x11y16
+72789x13y16 − 21413x15y16 + 646x17y16 + 209x19y16 + 646x4y17 − 11704x6y17
+118009x15y14 + 262409x11y14 = 0.
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Theorem 4.13. If x = H(q) and y = H(q23), then
23x3y− 1610x3y3 + 18078x3y5 − 68655x3y7 + 90620x3y9 − 67022x3y11(4.39)
−50462x3y13 + 133584x3y15 − 57270x3y17 + 1725x3y19 − 989x3y21
−46x3y23 + 1012x4y2 − 23000x4y4 + 170292x4y6 − 484748x4y8
+391046x4y10 + 261096x4y12 − 343022x4y14 + 171764x4y16 − 212106x4y18 +
85514x4y20 − 7222x4y22 − 207x5y + 18078x5y3 − 234646x5y5 + 1041739x5y7
−1593532x5y9 + 817558x5y11 + 661066x5y13 − 1635484x5y15
+1123090x5y17 − 243133x5y19 + 1725x5y21 + 1242x5y23 − 7222x6y2
+170292x6y4 − 1297292x6y6 + 4046252x6y8 − 4913329x6y10 − 672750x6y12
+5037253x6y14 − 3331688x6y16 + 1300443x6y18 − 212106x6y20
+14743x6y22 + 897x7y− 68655x7y3 + 1041739x7y5 − 5600293x7y7
+10840636x7y9 − 5288620x7y11 − 5626444x7y13 + 9489340x7y15
−6199558x7y17 + 1123090x7y19 − 57270x7y21 − 966x7y23 − 46x2y2
+1012x2y4 − 7222x2y6 + 16928x2y8 + 1863x2y10 − 12834x2y12
−10143x2y14 + 2116x2y16 + 14743x2y18 − 7222x2y20 + 1081x2y22 − xy
+23xy3 − 207xy5 + 897xy7 − 1748xy9 + 460xy11 + 2944xy13 − 2576xy15
−966xy17 + 1242xy19 − 46xy21 − 46xy23 + x24 + y24 + 1012x22y20 − 46x22y22
−46x23y− 46x23y3 + 1242x23y5 + 1081x22y2 − 7222x22y4 + 14743x22y6
+2116x22y8 − 10143x22y10 − 12834x22y12 + 1863x22y14 + 16928x22y16
−7222x22y18 − 966x23y7 − 2576x23y9 + 2944x23y11 + 460x23y13 − 1748x23y15
+897x23y17 − 207x23y19 + 23x23y21 − x23y23 − 46x21y− 989x21y3 + 1725x21y5
−57270x21y7 + 133584x21y9 − 50462x21y11 − 67022x21y13 + 23x21y23
+90620x21y15 − 68655x21y17 + 18078x21y19 − 1610x21y21 + 16928x8y2
−484748x8y4 + 4046252x8y6 − 13628512x8y8 + 19391208x8y10
−2667816x8y12 − 20124816x8y14 + 17344783x8y16 − 3331688x8y18
+171764x8y20 + 2116x8y22 − 1748x9y + 90620x9y3 − 1593532x9y5
+10840636x9y7 − 28673502x9y9 + 18981210x9y11 + 19338354x9y13
−28274406x9y15 + 9489340x9y17 − 1635484x9y19 + 133584x9y21
−2576x9y23 + 1863x10y2 + 391046x10y4 − 4913329x10y6 + 19391208x10y8
−26483212x10y10 + 685584x10y12 + 28328824x10y14 − 20124816x10y16
+5037253x10y18 − 343022x10y20 − 10143x10y22 + 460x11y− 67022x11y3
+817558x11y5 − 5288620x11y7 + 18981210x11y9 − 17142866x11y11
−14122322x11y13 + 19338354x11y15 − 5626444x11y17 + 661066x11y19
−50462x11y21 + 2944x11y23 − 5626444x17y11 + 261096x12y4 − 672750x12y6
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−2667816x12y8 + 685584x12y10 + 7517596x12y12 + 685584x12y14
−2667816x12y16 − 672750x12y18 + 261096x12y20 − 12834x12y22 + 2944x13y
−50462x13y3 + 661066x13y5 − 5626444x13y7 + 19338354x13y9 − 14122322x13y11
−17142866x13y13 + 18981210x13y15 − 5288620x13y17 + 817558x13y19
−67022x13y21 + 460x13y23 − 10143x14y2 − 343022x14y4 + 5037253x14y6
−20124816x14y8 + 28328824x14y10 + 685584x14y12 − 26483212x14y14
+19391208x14y16 − 4913329x14y18 + 391046x14y20 + 1863x14y22 − 2576x15y
+133584x15y3 − 1635484x15y5 + 9489340x15y7 − 28274406x15y9 + 19338354x15y11
+18981210x15y13 − 28673502x15y15 + 10840636x15y17 − 1593532x15y19
+90620x15y21 − 1748x15y23 + 2116x16y2 + 171764x16y4 − 3331688x16y6
+17344783x16y8 − 20124816x16y10 − 2667816x16y12 + 19391208x16y14
−13628512x16y16 + 4046252x16y18 − 484748x16y20 + 16928x16y22 − 966x17y
−57270x17y3 + 1123090x17y5 − 6199558x17y7 + 9489340x17y9 − 5288620x17y13
+10840636x17y15 − 5600293x17y17 + 1041739x17y19 − 68655x17y21 + 897x17y23
+14743x18y2 − 212106x18y4 + 1300443x18y6 − 3331688x18y8 + 5037253x18y10
−672750x18y12 − 4913329x18y14 + 4046252x18y16 − 1297292x18y18 + 170292x18y20
−7222x18y22 + 1242x19y + 1725x19y3 − 243133x19y5 + 1123090x19y7 − 1635484x19y9
+661066x19y11 + 817558x19y13− 1593532x19y15 + 1041739x19y17 − 234646x19y19
+18078x19y21 − 207x19y23 − 7222x20y2 + 85514x20y4 − 212106x20y6 + 171764x20y8
−343022x20y10 + 261096x20y12 + 391046x20y14 − 484748x20y16 + 170292x20y18
−23000x20y20 + 1012x20y22 − 12834x12y2 = 0.
Theorem 4.14. If x = H(q) and y = H(q25), then
−xy− 1050xy21 − 350xy23 + 3925xy19 + 25xy3 − 250xy5 + 1250xy7 − 3075xy9(4.40)
+2355xy11 + 4000xy13 − 7200xy15 + 275xy17 + 75xy25 − xy27 − 74x2y2
− 9150x2y18 − 12900x2y22 + 29400x2y20 + 1350x2y4 − 7500x2y6 + 7125x2y8
+ 38600x2y10 − 40705x2y12 − 9000x2y14 + 1410x2y16 + 1750x2y24 − 2175x3y9
− 80x2y26 + x2y28 + 25x3y − 54865x3y21 + 16750x3y23 + 199450x3y19
− 2026x3y3 + 1863100x24y20 − 67850x3y7 + 95740x3y11 + 166955x3y13 + x26
−8325525x24y18 + 3464580x24y22 + 4607920x24y14−37700x24y4 + 347840x24y6
+ 1750x24y2 − 1060020x24y8 + 38135x24y10 − 1816060x24y12 + 22075x3y5
+ 2221160x24y16 − 1436500x24y24 + 185555x24y26 + y26 − 7500x24y28
+ 75x25y + 192522400x17y13 + 1083170x25y23 − 1609775x25y19 + 38400x25y5
− 235590x25y7 − 549000x25y21 − 87495925x17y11 + 82506520x17y15
− 274121325x17y17 − 2475x25y3 − 151835x17y25 + 166955x17y27 + 4000x17y29
− 9150x18y2 − 116535050x18y18 + 16209500x18y22 + 40667030x18y20
+ 232860x18y4 − 1816060x18y6 + 6767370x18y8 − 9048640x18y10
− 29557375x18y12 + 66718200x18y14 + 33346730x18y16 − 8325525x18y24
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+1078360x18y26 − 40705x18y28 + 3925x19y + 18490695x19y21 + 5270050x19y23
− 109573050x19y19 + 199450x19y3 − 2004985x19y5 + 521210x19y7 + 30451505x19y9
−44846360x19y11−87495925x19y13 +121201700x19y15 +69658245x19y17−1609775x19y25
+ 95740x19y27 + 2355x19y29 + 29400x20y2 + 40667030x20y18 + 16295005x20y22
− 68113850x20y20 − 277150x20y4 + 38135x20y6 + 5897940x20y8 − 12759005x20y10
− 9048640x20y12 − 28632175x20y14 + 54510600x20y16 + 1863100x20y24 − 722775x20y26
+ 38600x20y28 − 24925925x21y21 + 7444970x21y23 + 18490695x21y19 − 54865x21y3
+ 780095x21y5 − 1050x21y − 2482910x21y7 − 4219440x21y9 + 30451505x21y11
− 20239885x21y13 − 46677200x21y15 + 42021150x21y17 − 549000x21y25 − 2175x21y27
− 12900x22y2 + 16209500x22y18 − 15835700x22y22 + 16295005x22y20 + 194365x22y4
− 1060020x22y6 + 926960x22y8 + 5897940x22y10 + 6767370x22y12 − 7830840x22y14
− 24696800x22y16 + 3464580x22y24 − 3075x21y29 − 262300x22y26 + 7125x22y28 − 350x23y
+ 7444970x23y21 − 5618900x23y23 + 5270050x23y19 + 16750x23y3 − 235590x23y5
+ 1248020x23y7 − 2482910x23y9 + 521210x23y11 + 8747730x23y13 − 2424360x23y15
− 13577550x23y17 + 1083170x23y25 − 67850x23y27 + 1250x23y29 − 244900x3y15
− 128235x3y17 − 2475x3y25 + 80x3y27 − x3y29 + 1350x4y2 + 232860x4y18 + 194365x4y22
− 277150x4y20 − 29274x4y4 + 185555x4y6 − 262300x4y8 − 722775x4y10 + 1078360x4y12
+ 123070x4y14 − 482360x4y16 − 37700x4y24 + 2475x4y26 − 80x4y28 + x4y30 − 250x5y
+ 780095x5y21 − 235590x5y23 − 2004985x5y19 + 22075x5y3 − 282001x5y5 + 1083170x5y7
− 549000x5y9 − 1609775x5y11 − 151835x5y13 + 2808680x5y15 + 83110x5y17 + 38400x5y25
− 2475x5y27− 7500x6y2 + 1750x6y28 − 1816060x6y18 − 1060020x6y22 + 38135x6y20
+ 185555x6y4 − 1436500x6y6 + 3464580x6y8 + 75x5y29 + 1863100x6y10 − 8325525x6y12
+ 2221160x6y14 + 4607920x6y16 + 347840x6y24 − 37700x6y26 + 1250x7y − 2482910x7y21
+ 1248020x7y23 + 521210x7y19 − 67850x7y3 + 1083170x7y5 − 5618900x7y7 + 7444970x7y9
+ 5270050x7y11 − 13577550x7y13 − 2424360x7y15 + 8747730x7y17 − 235590x7y25
− 350x7y29 + 7125x8y2 + 6767370x8y18 + 926960x8y22 + 5897940x8y20 − 262300x8y4
+ 3464580x8y6 − 15835700x8y8 + 16295005x8y10 + 16209500x8y12 + 16750x7y27
− 24696800x8y14 − 7830840x8y16 − 1060020x8y24 + 194365x8y26 − 12900x8y28
− 3075x9y − 4219440x9y21 − 2482910x9y23 − 1050x9y29 + 30451505x9y19 − 549000x9y5
+ 7444970x9y7 − 24925925x9y9 + 18490695x9y11 + 42021150x9y13 − 46677200x9y15
− 20239885x9y17 + 780095x9y25 − 54865x9y27 + 38600x10y2 − 9048640x10y18 − 2175x9y3
+ 5897940x10y22 − 12759005x10y20 − 722775x10y4 + 1863100x10y6 + 16295005x10y8
− 68113850x10y10 + 40667030x10y12 + 54510600x10y14 − 28632175x10y16 + 38135x10y24
− 277150x10y26 + 521210x11y23 + 29400x10y28 + 30451505x11y21 − 44846360x11y19
+ 95740x11y3 − 1609775x11y5 − 87495925x11y17 + 5270050x11y7 + 18490695x11y9
− 109573050x11y11 + 69658245x11y13 + 121201700x11y15 + 2355x11y + 199450x11y27
+ 3925x11y29 − 40705x12y2 − 29557375x12y18 + 6767370x12y22 − 9048640x12y20
+ 1078360x12y4 − 8325525x12y6 + 16209500x12y8 + 40667030x12y10 − 116535050x12y12
+ 33346730x12y14 + 66718200x12y16 − 1816060x12y24 + 232860x12y26 − 9150x12y28
− 20239885x13y21 + 8747730x13y23 − 87495925x13y19 + 166955x13y3 − 151835x13y5
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−13577550x13y7 + 42021150x13y9 + 69658245x13y11 − 274121325x13y13
+ 82506520x13y15 + 4000x13y + 192522400x13y17 + 83110x13y25 − 128235x13y27
+ 275x13y29 − 9000x14y2 + 66718200x14y18 − 7830840x14y22 − 28632175x14y20
+ 123070x14y4 + 25x29y27 + 2221160x14y6 − 24696800x14y8 + 54510600x14y10
+ 33346730x14y12− 187634800x14y14 + 1410x16y2 + 88165480x14y16 + 4607920x14y24
− 482360x14y26 + 1410x14y28− 7200x15y− 46677200x15y21 + x30y4− 2424360x15y23
+ 121201700x15y19− 244900x15y3 + 2808680x15y5− 2424360x15y7− 46677200x15y9
+ 121201700x15y11 + 82506520x15y13 − 314920800x15y15 + 82506520x15y17
+ 2808680x15y25 − 250x29y25 − 244900x15y27 + 33346730x16y18 − 24696800x16y22
+ 54510600x16y20 − 482360x16y4 + 4607920x16y6 − 7200x29y15 − 7200x15y29
− 7830840x16y8 − 28632175x16y10 + 66718200x16y12 + 88165480x16y14
− 187634800x16y16 + 2221160x16y24 − 2004985x11y25 + 123070x16y26 − 9000x16y28
+ 42021150x17y21 − 13577550x17y23 + 69658245x17y19 − 128235x17y3 + 83110x17y5
+ 8747730x17y7 − 20239885x17y9 + 780095x25y9 − 2004985x25y11 + 2808680x25y15
− 151835x25y17 − 282001x25y25 + 123070x26y16 − 7500x28y24 + 22075x25y27
− 250x25y29 − 80x26y2 + 1078360x26y18 − 262300x26y22 − 722775x26y20
+ 2475x26y4 − 37700x26y6 + 194365x26y8 − 277150x26y10 + 232860x26y12
− 482360x26y14 + 83110x25y13 − x29y29 + 185555x26y24 − 29274x26y26
+ 1350x26y28 − x27y − 2175x27y21 − 67850x27y23 + 95740x27y19 + 80x27y3
+ 16750x27y7 − 54865x27y9 + 199450x27y11 − 128235x27y13 + 166955x27y17
− 244900x27y15 + 22075x27y25 − 2475x27y5 − 2026x27y27 + 25x27y29
+ x28y2 − 40705x28y18 + 7125x28y22 + 38600x28y20 − 80x28y4 + 1750x28y6
− 12900x28y8 + 29400x28y10 − 9150x28y12 + 1410x28y14 − 9000x28y16 + 275x17y
+ 1350x28y26 − 74x28y28 − 3075x29y21 + 1250x29y23 + 2355x29y19 + 4000x29y17
+ 75x29y5 − 350x29y7 − 1050x29y9 + 3925x29y11 + 275x29y13 − x29y3 = 0
Theorem 4.15. If x = H(q) and y = H(q29), then
67501676x6y15 + 421618356x21y22 + 3084410768x21y18 − 1888927296x21y20(4.41)
−1743406021x21y10 + 2854862196x21y12 − 1697818572x21y14 − 1443012566x21y16
+ 6206116x21y4− 75880008x21y6 + 2204x6y− y + 511110471x21y8− 35850496x21y24
+ 1339162x21y26 − 96280x21y28 + 2204x22y − 74585216x22y23 + 6279080x6y23
+ 131459929x6y19 − 35850496x6y21 − 191327819x6y11 + 171454554x6y13
− 278690x21y2 − 211816000x6y17 − 113245x6y3 + 1675011x6y5 − 14417872x6y7
+ 75880008x6y9 − 1222756x6y25 + 143231x6y27 − 72065x7y2 + 74585216x7y22
+ 531992037x7y18 − 277293911x7y20 − 424132511x7y10 − 3770x6y29
+ 626545029x7y12 − 176717532x7y14 − 418618828x7y16 + 731467x7y4
+ 1384037992x8y17 + 82733984x7y8 − 14417872x7y24 + 2184715x7y26
− 154889x7y28 − 82733984x8y23 − 1888927296x10y21 − 7656x8y + 421618356x8y21
+ 1355970429x8y11 − 1305338024x8y13 − 213382116x8y15 − 6279080x7y6
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−23925x8y3 − 2926448x8y5 + 74585216x8y7 − 511110471x8y9 + 9436310x8y25
− 514489x8y27 − 2204x8y29 − 1339162x9y4 − 511110471x9y22 − 2854862196x9y18
+ 1743406021x9y20 + 1888927296x9y10 + 12760x10y−3084410768x9y12 + 1443012566x9y14
+ 96280x9y2 + 1697818572x9y16 + 35850496x9y6 − 421618356x9y8 + 20764x10y29
+ 75880008x9y24 − 6206116x9y26 + 278690x9y28 − 1132340351x8y19 + 424132511x10y23
+ 4284312419x10y19 − 4603021694x10y11 + 4751192264x10y13 + 149551608x10y15
−4561890704x10y17 + 294669x10y3 + 13505532x10y5−277293911x10y7 + 1743406021x10y9
− 47304336x10y25 + 1994388x10y27 + 247660x11y2 + 1355970429x11y22 + 7654749462x11y18
− 4603021694x11y20− 4284312419x11y10− xy30 + 7678466677x11y12− 4571021180x11y14
− 4040038140x11y16 + 3586836x11y4 − 131459929x11y6 + 1132340351x11y8
− 191327819x11y24 − 7656xy22 − 1160xy18 + 12760xy20 − 20764xy10 + 10266xy12
+ 26158xy14 − 26680xy16 − 754xy4 + 3770xy6 + 2204xy8 + 2204xy24 − 348xy26
+ 29xy28 + x29 + 29x2y + 72065x2y23 − 247660x2y19 − 96280x2y21 − 36221x2y11
− 514576x2y13 + 368184x2y15 + 313200x2y17 − 2610x2y3 + 31784x2y5 − 154889x2y7
+ 278690x2y9 − 12818x2y25 + 725x2y27 + 20387x3y4 − 23925x3y22 + 914109x3y18
+ 294669x3y20− 1994388x3y10 + 2242628x3y12 + 1218348x3y14− 725x3y2− 2956724x3y16
− 143231x3y6 + 514489x3y8 − 113245x3y24 + 33466x3y26 − 2610x3y28 − 731467x4y23
− 149551608x15y10 + 1339162x4y21 + 10423267x4y11 − 348x4y − 5256714x4y13
− 8299104x4y15 + 10334672x4y1733466x4y3 − 424937x4y5 + 2184715x4y7 − 6206116x4y9
+ 189776x4y25 − 20387x4y27 + 12818x5y2 − 2926448x5y22 − 43689312x5y18
+ 13505532x5y20 + 47304336x5y10− 61755732x5y12 − 1522964x5y14 + 56288246x5y16
− 189776x5y4 + 1222756x5y6 − 9436310x5y8 + 1675011x5y24 + 754x4y29 − 424937x5y26
+ 31784x5y28 + 171454554x13y24 − 5256714x13y26 − 514576x13y28 − 26680x14y
+ 176717532x14y23 + 4571021180x14y19 − 1443012566x14y21 − 4040038140x14y11
+ 4980578233x14y13 − 362465432x14y15 − 5225278696x14y17 − 2956724x14y3
+ 56288246x14y5 − 418618828x14y7 + 1697818572x14y9 + 1522964x14y25 − 1218348x14y27
− 26158x14y29 − 368184x15y2 − 213382116x15y22 + 154196016x15y18 + 149551608x15y20
− 3586836x4y19 − 154196016x15y12 + 362465432x15y14 − 362465432x15y16
+ 8299104x15y4 − 67501676x15y6 + 7656x22y29 + 213382116x15y8 + 67501676x15y24
− 8299104x15y26 + 368184x15y28 + 26158x16y + 418618828x16y23 + 4040038140x16y19
− 1697818572x16y21 − 4571021180x16y11 + 5225278696x16y13 + 362465432x16y15
−4980578233x16y17 +1218348x16y3−1522964x16y5−176717532x16y7 +1443012566x16y9
− 2204x24y29 − 56288246x16y25 + 2956724x16y27 + 26680x16y29 + 514576x17y2
+ 1384037992x17y22 + 8440473896x17y18 − 4561890704x17y20 − 4751192264x17y10
+ 8739973397x17y12 − 4980578233x17y14 − 5225278696x17y16 + 5256714x17y4
− 171454554x17y6 + 1305338024x17y8 − 211816000x17y24 + 10334672x17y26
+ x30y29 + 313200x17y28 + 10266x18y − 531992037x18y23 − 7654749462x18y19
+ 2854862196x18y21 − 2204x29y6 + 7678466677x18y11 − 8440473896x18y13
− 154196016x18y15 + 8739973397x18y17 + 2242628x18y3 − 61755732x18y5
+ 626545029x18y7 − 3084410768x18y9 + 43689312x18y25 − 914109x18y27 + 1160x18y29
+ 277293911x20y23 − 1132340351x19y22 − 7678466677x19y18 + 4284312419x19y20
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+4603021694x19y10 − 7654749462x19y12 + 4040038140x19y14 + 4571021180x19y16
− 10423267x19y4 + 191327819x19y6 − 1355970429x19y8 + 131459929x19y24
− 3586836x19y26− 20764x20y− 247660x19y28− 2184715x26y23 + 4603021694x20y19
− 1743406021x20y21 − 4284312419x20y11 + 4561890704x20y13 − 149551608x20y15
− 4751192264x20y17 − 1994388x20y3 + 47304336x20y5 − 424132511x20y7
+ 1888927296x20y9 − 1160x12y − 13505532x20y25 − 294669x20y27 − 12760x20y29
+ 10423267x11y26 − 36221x11y28 − 626545029x12y23 − 7678466677x12y19
+ 3084410768x12y21 + 7654749462x12y11 − 8739973397x12y13 + 154196016x12y15
+8440473896x12y17 +914109x12y3−43689312x12y5−10266x12y29 +531992037x12y7
−2854862196x12y9 + 61755732x12y25−2242628x12y27−313200x13y2 + 514489x22y3
− 1305338024x13y22 − 8739973397x13y18 + 4751192264x13y20 + 4561890704x13y10
− 8440473896x13y12 + 5225278696x13y14 + 4980578233x13y16 − 10334672x13y4
+ 211816000x13y6 − 1384037992x13y8 − 1355970429x22y19 + 511110471x22y21
+ 1132340351x22y11 − 1384037992x22y13 + 213382116x22y15 + 1305338024x22y17
− 9436310x22y5 + 82733984x22y7 − 421618356x22y9 + 2926448x22y25 + 23925x22y27
+ 154889x23y2 − 82733984x23y22 − 626545029x23y18 + 424132511x23y20
+ 277293911x23y10 − 531992037x23y12 + 418618828x23y14 + 176717532x23y16
− 2184715x23y4 + 14417872x23y6− 74585216x23y8 + 6279080x23y24− 731467x23y26
+ 72065x23y28 + 3770x24y + 14417872x24y23 + 191327819x24y19 − 75880008x24y21
− 131459929x24y11 + 211816000x24y13 − 67501676x24y15 − 171454554x24y17
− 143231x24y3 + 1222756x24y5 − 6279080x24y7 + 35850496x24y9 − 1675011x24y25
+ 113245x24y27 − 31784x25y2 + 9436310x25y22 + 61755732x25y18 − 47304336x25y20
−13505532x25y10 +43689312x25y12−56288246x25y14 +1522964x25y16 +424937x25y4
− 1675011x25y6 + 2926448x25y8 − 1222756x25y24 + 189776x25y26 − 12818x25y28
− 754x26y + 36221x19y2 − 10423267x26y19 + 6206116x26y21 + 3586836x26y11
− 10334672x26y13 + 8299104x26y15 + 5256714x26y17 + 20387x26y3 − 189776x26y5
+731467x26y7−1339162x26y9 +424937x26y25−33466x26y27 +348x26y29 +2610x27y2
− 514489x27y22 − 2242628x27y18 + 1994388x27y20 − 294669x27y10 − 914109x27y12
+ 2956724x27y14 − 1218348x27y16 − 33466x27y4 + 113245x27y6 + 23925x27y8
+ 143231x27y24 + 348x29y4 − 20387x27y26 + 725x27y28 + 154889x28y23 + 36221x28y19
− 278690x28y21 + 247660x28y11 − 313200x28y13 − 368184x28y15 + 514576x28y17
− 725x28y3 + 12818x28y5 − 72065x28y7 + 96280x28y9 − 31784x28y25 + 2610x28y27
− 29x28y29 − 29x29y2 − 2204x29y22 − 10266x29y18 + 20764x29y20 − 12760x29y10
+ 754x29y26 + 26680x29y14− 26158x29y16 + 7656x29y8− 3770x29y24 + 1160x29y12 = 0
Theorem 4.16. If x = H(q) and y = H(q55), then
897x7y− 68655x7y3 + 1041739x7y5 − 5600293x7y7 + 10840636x7y9(4.42)
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−5288620x7y11 − 5626444x7y13 + 9489340x7y15 + 23x3y − 1610x3y3 + 18078x3y5
− 68655x3y7 + 90620x3y9 − 67022x3y11 − 50462x3y13 + 133584x3y15 − 57270x3y17
+ 1725x3y19 − 989x3y21 − 46x3y23 + 1012x4y2 − 23000x4y4 + 170292x4y6 − 484748x4y8
+ 391046x4y10 + 261096x4y12 − 343022x4y14 + 171764x4y16 − 212106x4y18 + 85514x4y20
− 7222x4y22 − 207x5y + 18078x5y3 − 234646x5y5 + 1041739x5y7 − 1593532x5y9
− 3331688x6y16 + 817558x5y11 + 661066x5y13 − 1635484x5y15 + 1123090x5y17
− 243133x5y19 + 1725x5y21 + 1242x5y23 + 170292x6y4 − 1297292x6y6 + 4046252x6y8
− 4913329x6y10− 672750x6y12 + 5037253x6y14− 7222x6y2 + 1300443x6y18− 212106x6y20
+ 14743x6y22 − 46x2y2 + 1012x2y4 − 7222x2y6 + 16928x2y8 + 1863x2y10 − 12834x2y12
− 10143x2y14 + 2116x2y16 + 14743x2y18 − 7222x2y20 + 1081x2y22 − xy + 23xy3 − 207xy5
+ 897xy7 − 1748xy9 + 460xy11 + 2944xy13 − 2576xy15 − 966xy17 + 1242xy19 − 46xy21
− 46xy23 + x24 − 46x23y − 46x23y3 + 1242x23y5 − 966x23y7 − 2576x23y9 + 2944x23y11
+ 460x23y13− 1748x23y15 + y24 + 897x23y17− 6199558x7y17 + 1123090x7y19− 57270x7y21
− 966x7y23 + 16928x8y2 − 484748x8y4 + 4046252x8y6 − 13628512x8y8 + 19391208x8y10
− 2667816x8y12 − 20124816x8y14 + 17344783x8y16 − 3331688x8y18 + 171764x8y20
+ 2116x8y22 − 1748x9y + 90620x9y3 − 1593532x9y5 + 10840636x9y7 − 28673502x9y9
+ 18981210x9y11 + 19338354x9y13 − 28274406x9y15 + 9489340x9y17 − 1635484x9y19
+ 133584x9y21 − 2576x9y23 + 1863x10y2 + 391046x10y4 − 4913329x10y6 + 19391208x10y8
− 10143x10y22 + 685584x10y12 + 28328824x10y14 − 20124816x10y16 + 5037253x10y18
− 343022x10y20 − 26483212x10y10 − 14122322x11y13 − 67022x11y3 + 817558x11y5
− 5288620x11y7 + 18981210x11y9 − 17142866x11y11 + 460x11y + 19338354x11y15
− 5626444x11y17 + 661066x11y19− 50462x11y21 + 2944x11y23− 12834x12y2 + 261096x12y4
− 672750x12y6 − 2667816x12y8 + 685584x12y10 + 7517596x12y12 + 685584x12y14
− 2667816x12y16 − 672750x12y18 + 261096x12y20 − 12834x12y22 + 2944x13y− 50462x13y3
+ 661066x13y5 − 5626444x13y7 + 19338354x13y9 − 14122322x13y11 − 17142866x13y13
+18981210x13y15−5288620x13y17 +817558x13y19−67022x13y21 +460x13y23−10143x14y2
− 343022x14y4 + 5037253x14y6 − 20124816x14y8 + 28328824x14y10 + 685584x14y12
− 26483212x14y14 + 19391208x14y16 − 4913329x14y18 + 391046x14y20 + 1863x14y22
− 2576x15y + 133584x15y3 − 1635484x15y5 + 9489340x15y7 − 28274406x15y9 + 2116x16y2
+ 18981210x15y13 − 28673502x15y15 + 10840636x15y17 − 1593532x15y19 + 90620x15y21
− 1748x15y23 + 171764x16y4 − 3331688x16y6 + 17344783x16y8 − 20124816x16y10
+ 19338354x15y11 − 966x17y − 2667816x16y12 + 19391208x16y14 − 13628512x16y16
+ 4046252x16y18 − 484748x16y20 + 16928x16y22 − 57270x17y3 + 1123090x17y5
− 6199558x17y7 + 9489340x17y9 − 5626444x17y11 − 5288620x17y13 + 10840636x17y15
− 5600293x17y17 + 1041739x17y19 − 68655x17y21 + 897x17y23 + 5037253x18y10
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+14743x18y2 − 212106x18y4 + 1300443x18y6 − 3331688x18y8 − 672750x18y12
− 4913329x18y14− 46x21y + 4046252x18y16− 1297292x18y18 + 170292x18y20− 7222x18y22
+ 1242x19y + 1725x19y3 − 243133x19y5 + 1123090x19y7 − 1635484x19y9 + 661066x19y11
+ 817558x19y13 − 1593532x19y15 + 1041739x19y17 − 234646x19y19 + 18078x19y21
− 207x19y23 − 7222x20y2 + 85514x20y4 − 212106x20y6 + 171764x20y8 − 343022x20y10
+ 261096x20y12 + 391046x20y14−484748x20y16 + 170292x20y18−23000x20y20 + 1012x20y22
− 989x21y3 + 1725x21y5 − 57270x21y7 + 133584x21y9 − 50462x21y11 − 67022x21y13
+ 90620x21y15 − 68655x21y17 + 18078x21y19 − 1610x21y21 + 23x21y23 + 1081x22y2
− 7222x22y4 + 14743x22y6 + 2116x22y8 − 10143x22y10 − 12834x22y12 + 1863x22y14
+ 16928x22y16− 7222x22y18 + 1012x22y20− 46x22y22− 207x23y19 + 23x23y21− x23y23 = 0.
Proofs of the identities (4.36)–(4.42) are similar to the proof of the identity (4.32) given
above except that in place of result (3.35), result (3.39) is used for proving (4.36); result
(3.40) is used for proving (4.37); result (3.42) is used for proving (4.39); result (3.43) is
used for proving (4.40); result (3.44) is used for proving (4.41); result (3.45) is used for
proving (4.42).
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